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Let T be a bounded linear operator on a separable Hilbert space H, and let M
and N be two invariant subspaces for T. We will say that M and N are
quasisimilar if there exist quasiaffinities (i.e. bounded one-to-one operators with
dense ranges) X and Y, commuting with T, such that (XM)&=N and (YN)&=
M. Recall that operators T and T $ are quasisimilar if there exist quasiaffinities
X : H  H$ and Y : H$  H such that XT=T $X and YT $=TY. We show that if
T is a uniform Jordan operator of infinite multiplicity, then M is quasisimilar to N
if and only if T | M is quasisimilar to T | N and (T* | M=)* is quasisimilar to
(T* | N=)*.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Let T be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H, and let M
and N be two invariant subspaces for T. As in [5], we will say that M
and N are quasisimilar if there exist quasiaffinities (i.e., bounded one-to-
one operators with dense ranges) X and Y, commuting with T, such that
(XM)&=N and (YN)&=M. Quasisimilarity is clearly an equivalence
relation, and the equivalence class of a subspace M will be called the
quasisimilarity orbit of M. The purpose of this paper is to classify the
quasisimilarity orbits in case T is a uniform Jordan operator of infinite
multiplicity (see below for precise definitions). The case in which T is a
uniform Jordan operator of finite multiplicity was considered in [5]. In the
case of infinite multiplicity, a result of [2] shows that the quasisimilarity
orbit of M only depends on the quasisimilarity class of T | M, provided
that T | M has an additional property called (P). This fact is no longer
true if T | M does not have property (P). In general, the quasisimilarity
orbit of M is determined by the quasisimilarity classes of the restriction
T | M and of the compression T M==(T* | M=)*. Of course, the result of
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this paper implies the earlier result from [2]. This is seen by noting that
TM= is always quasisimilar to T if T | M has property (P).
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We recall here some basic facts from the theory of operators of class C0 .
All results stated here without proof are proved in either [1] or [8].
Denote by H the Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions defined
in the unit disk D. An operator T # L(H) is of class C0 if there exists a
homomorphism 8 : H  L(H) with the following properties:
(i) &8(u)&&u& for u # H;
(ii) 8(/)=T where /(*)=*, * # D;
(iii) for every h # H the map u  8(u) h is continuous if H is given
its weak* topology; and
(iv) 8 has nontrivial kernel.
The usual notation for 8(u) is 8(u)=u(T ); this is the Sz.-NagyFoias
functional calculus associated with T. The kernel of 8 has the form %H
for some inner function % which is uniquely determined up to a constant
scalar of absolute value one. This function is the minimal function for T
and is denoted mT . If T is of class C0 and f # H then we let Hf denote the
closed subspace generated by [T nf : n0]. The restriction T | Hf is also of
class C0 . We will denote by mf the minimal function mT | H f . For two inner
functions % and , we will write % | , if % divides ,. Recall that % | , if ,=%
for some inner function . We will write %#, if % | , and , | %, and we will
denote by % 7 , the greatest common inner divisor of % and ,. The following
result contains some equivalent forms of divisibility of inner functions.
Lemma 1.1. For any two inner functions %, %$ # H, the following asser-
tions are equivalent:
(i) % divides %$;
(ii) %$H/%H ;
(iii) %$H2/%H 2;
(iv) |%$(*)||%(*)| for all * # D.
We now define Jordan blocks which are in some sense the building
blocks of operators of class C0 . Let H 2 denote the set of functions of the
form f (*)=n=0 an*
n for * # D where & f &2=n=0 |an |
2<. If u # H
and f # H2 then uf # H 2 and &uf &&u& & f &. We can hence define the shift
operator S # L(H2) by Sf=/f, f # H2. If % is an inner function then %H2 is
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invariant for S, so H(%)=H2  %H2 is invariant for S*. We define the
Jordan block S(%) # L(H(%)) by S(%)*=S* | H(%) or, equivalently, S(%)=
PH(%)S | H(%), where PM denotes the orthogonal projection onto the
closed space M. The operator S(%) is of class C0 and it has minimal func-
tion %. The following statement contains some of the basic properties of
Jordan blocks.
Proposition 1.2. Let % # H  be an inner function.
(i) The adjoint S(%)* is unitarily equivalent to S(% )* where % is
defined by % (*)=%(* ) for * # D.
(ii) If , is an inner divisor of % then ,H 2  %H2 is invariant for S(%).
More precisely,
,H2  %H2=ran[,(S(%))]=ker[(%,)(S(%))].
(iii) If , is an inner divisor of % then S(%) | ,H2  %H2 is unitarily
equivalent to S(%,) while S(%)* | H2  ,H 2=S(%)*.
(iv) For any function u # H  we have
(ran[u(S(%))])&=,H2  %H 2,
where ,#u 7 %.
A more general family of operators of class C0 are the separably acting
Jordan operators. These operators are of the form j=0 S(%j) where
[%j : j0] is a sequence of inner functions satisfying the conditions
%j+1 | %j for j0. Recall that the operators T and T $ are quasisimilar if
there exist quasiaffinities X : H  H$ and Y : H$  H such that XT=T $X
and YT $=TY. We shall write TtT $ if T and T $ are quasisimilar. We shall
write TOi T $ if there exists a one-to-one operator X : H  H$ such that
XT=T $X. The following result from [3] is an important property of the
class C0 .
Theorem 1.3. For every operator T of class C0 acting on a separable
Hilbert space there exists a unique Jordan operator T $ such that TtT $.
The previous result is also true for operators of class C0 on a non-
separable space, but the corresponding Jordan operators are a little hard
to describe. The Jordan operator T $ given above is called the Jordan model
of T. We also need the following facts found in [1].
Proposition 1.4. Let T and T $ be operators of class C0 . If there exists
a quasiaffinity X such that XT=T $X then TtT $.
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Theorem 1.5. Let T # L(H) and T $ # L(H$) be separably acting
operators of class C0 , and let T"=i=0 S(%i) be the Jordan model of T. If
mT $ | %i for all i then T" is also the Jordan model of TT $.
Proposition 1.6. Let T and T $ be two operators of class C0 . Then
TtT $ if and only if TOi T $ and T $Oi T.
We will need the following result found in [9].
Theorem 1.7. Let T # L(H) be an operator of class C0 . Then the set
[ f : mf =mT] is a dense G$ in H.
The following result from [3] (cf. also [4]) is a useful version of the
above theorem.
Theorem 1.8. Let T # L(H) be an operator of class C0 , K a Banach
space, and X : K  H a continuous linear map such that n0 T nXK=H.
Then the set [k # K : mXk#mT] is a dense G$ in K.
An operator T # L(H) is said to have finite multiplicity if there exists a
finite set F/H such that H= [T nF : n0]. Such a set F is called a
cyclic set for T. The smallest cardinality of a cyclic set is called the multi-
plicity of T and is denoted by +T . If +T=1 then T is said to be multiplicity-
free.
Proposition 1.9. Let T be an operator of class C0 with Jordan model
i=0 S(%i). Then +Tn if and only if %n #1.
The following result can be found in [7].
Proposition 1.10. For every operator T of class C0 the following asser-
tions are equivalent:
(i) T is multiplicity-free;
(ii) For every inner divisor % of mT there exists a unique invariant sub-
space K for T such that mT | K #%;
(iii) There do not exist distinct invariant subspaces K and K$ for T
such that T | KtT | K$; and
(iv) There do not exist proper invariant subspaces K for T such that
mT | K #mT .
If T is multiplicity-free then the unique invariant subspace in (ii) is given by
K=ker %(T )=(ran(mT%)(T))&.
Let T be an operator of class C0 with multiplicity n, and let n&1j=0 S(%j)
be the Jordan model of T. The determinant function of T is defined by
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det(T )#%0%1 } } } %n&1 . The following result from [1] gives an important
property of the determinant function.
Theorem 1.11. Let T # L(H) be an operator of class C0 with finite mul-
tiplicity, H$/H an invariant subspace for T, and H"=H  H$. Then
det(T )#det(T | H$) det(T H").
An important consequence is as follows.
Corollary 1.12. Let T # L(H) and T $ # L(H$) be operators of class
C0 with finite multiplicities such that det(T )#det(T $), and let X : H  H$
satisfy XT=T $X. Then X is one-to-one if and only if X has dense range.
Moreover, if X is one-to-one then X is a lattice isomorphism, i.e. the map
M  (XM)& establishes a bijection between invariant subspaces of T and T $.
An operator T # L(H) is said to have property (P) if every one-to-one
operator X in the commutant [T]$ of T has dense range. Note by
Corollary 1.12 that operators of class C0 with finite multiplicity have
property (P). The following useful proposition is from [1].
Proposition 1.13. Assume that T # L(H), T $ # L(H$), T" # L(H") are
operators of class C0 , A and B are such that AT $=TA, BT"=TB and
AH$/(BH")&. If in addition T | (BH")& has property (P) then
(i) (A&1(BH"))&=H$; and
(ii) (AH$ & BH")&#AH$.
We will also need the following lemma from [5].
Lemma 1.14. Let M/H be an invariant subspace for T=j=0 S(%)
such that +T | M =n. There exists an invariant subspace L for T such
that M/L and T | LtS(%)(n).
The last result that we need is from [6].
Proposition 1.15. Assume that T # L(H) is an operator of class C0 , H$
is an invariant subspace for T, and T=[ T $0
X
T"] is a triangularization of T
with respect to the decomposition H=H$ (H  H$). Assume also that
H is separable, and j=0 S(%j), 

j=0 S(,j), and 

j=0 S(j) are Jordan
models of T, T $, and T", respectively. Then we have
%0 %1 } } } %n | ,0,1 } } } ,n 01 } } } n
for every n0.
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2. MAIN RESULT
Throughout this section we fix an inner function %1, and denote by
T=j=0 S(%) the corresponding uniform Jordan operator of countably
infinite multiplicity. The following result describes all possible Jordan
models of T | M and TM= for an invariant subspace M of T.
Proposition 2.1. Let M be an invariant subspace for T, and let
j=0 S(,j) and 

j=0 S(j) be the Jordan models of T | M and TM= ,
respectively. Then ,0 , 0 | % and % | ,ij for every i, j0. Conversely, let
j=0 S(,j) and 

j=0 S(j) be Jordan operators such that ,0 , 0 | %, and
% | ,ij for i, j0. Then there exists an invariant subspace N for T such
that T | Ntj=0 S(,j), and TN= tj=0 S(j).
Proof. By Proposition 1.15, %n | >n&1j=0 ,j j for all n0. By Lemma 1.1
|%(*)|n>n&1j=0 |,j (*) j (*)| and therefore |%(*)|>
n&1
j=0 |,j (*)|
1n |j (*)| 1n,
* # D. Now the sequences |,j (*)| and |j (*)| are increasing for * # D, and
therefore limn   >n&1j=0 |,j (*)|
1n=limn   |,n(*)| and limn   >n&1j=0
|j (*)| 1n=limn   |n(*)|, * # D. Moreover, if , and  denote the greatest
common inner divisors of [,n]n=0 and [n]

n=0 , respectively, then
|,(*)|=limn   |,n(*)| and |(*)|=limn   |n(*)|. We conclude that
|%(*)||,(*)| |(*)|, and thus % divides ,. The first assertion follows
since , | ,i j for i, j0.
For the converse, fix Jordan operators j=0 S(,j) and 

j=0 S(j) such
that % | ,i j , i, j0, and ,0 , 0 | %. Define an invariant subspace by
N=

j=0
(#j H2  %H2)
where #j=%,j2 if j is even, and #j=( j&1)2 if j is odd. Clearly T | N is
unitarily equivalent to T1=(j=0 S(,j)) (j=0 S(%j)). Since (%j) | ,i
for all i and j, we conclude that the minimal function of j=0 S(%j)
divides ,j for every j. By Theorem 1.5, T1 is quasisimilar to j=0 S(,j).
The fact that TN= is quasisimilar to j=0 S(j) is proved in an analogous
manner. K
From this point on we will fix an invariant subspace M for T=
j=1 S(%). Further we will let 

j=0 S(,j) and 

j=0 S(j) be the Jordan
models of T | M and TM= respectively, and denote
N=

j=0
(#j H2  %H2)
where #j=%,j2 if j is even, #j=( j&1)2 if j is odd We will denote by
Lat(T) the set of invariant subspaces for T. The purpose of the following
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development is to show that M and N lie in the same quasisimilarity
orbit.
Definition 2.2. Given a natural number n0, a biorthogonal system
of order n adapted to M is a collection of spaces H0 , H1 , ..., Hn and H$0 ,
H$1 , ..., H$n such that:
(1) Hj # Lat(T ), H$j # Lat(T*) for j=0, 1, ..., n;
(2) T | Hj tTH$j tS(%) for j=0, 1, ..., n;
(3) Hj = H$k for j{k and 0 j, kn
(4) PH$j | Hj is a quasiaffinity for j=0, 1, ..., n;
(5) upon setting Mj=M & Hj , M$j=M= & H$j , K&1=M, K$&1=
M=, Kj=M & (H$0 6 } } } 6 H$j)= and K$j=M= & (H0 6 } } } 6 Hj)= for
j=0, 1, ..., n, we have:
(a) Kj&1=Mj 6 Kj for 0 jn;
(b) Mj & Kj=0 for 0 jn;
(c) T | Mj tS(,j2) if j is even;
(d) T | Mj tS(%( j&1)2) if j is odd;
(e) K$j&1=M$j 6K$j for 0 jn;
(f) M$j & K$j=[0] for 0 jn;
(g) TM$j tS(%,j2) if j is even; and
(h) TM$j tS(( j&1)2) if j is odd.
Remark. Since Hj = H$k for j{k, 0 j, kn, and PH$j | Hj is a quasi-
affinity, 0 jn, it follows that PH$0 6 } } } 6 H$n | H0 6 } } } 6 Hn is a quasi-
affinity. Hence (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn) 6 (H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n)==H, (H0 6 } } } 6
Hn) & (H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n)==[0] and similarly (H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n) 6
(H0 6 } } } 6Hn)==H, (H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n) & (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn)==[0].
Proposition 2.3. Assume that [Hj , H$j]nj=0 is a biorthogonal system of
order n adapted to M. Then
(1) T | Kj tS(,p)S(,p+1) } } } , where p=[ j2]+1 and j&1
(2) TK$j tS(q)S(q+1) } } } , where q=[( j+1)2] and j&1
Proof. Clearly T | K&1 tS(,0)S(,1) } } } . By induction, assume
that (1) holds for jr&1. We know that Kr&1=Mr 6 Kr and Mr & Kr=
[0]. Theorem 1.4 implies easily that T | Kr&1 tT | Mr T | Kr . If r is odd,
then T | Mr tS(%( j&1)2). Since %(r&1)2 | ,l for all l0, it follows from
Theorem 1.5 that T | Kr tT | Kr&1 tS(,p)S(,p+1) } } } , where p=
[r2]+1=(r&1)2+1. If r is even, assume that S(:0)S(:2) } } } is
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the Jordan model of T | Kr . Then T | Kr&1 tS(,r2)S(:0)S(:1) } } } ,
and :0 | ,r2 . We conclude that S(,r2)S(:0)S(:1) } } } is the Jordan
model of T | Kr&1 , and hence :i #,r2+i+1 for i0. Hence T | Kr t
S(,p)S(,p+1) } } } , where p=[r2]+1. The proof of (2) is similar. K
The following result is our key technical ingredient. The proof of the
lemma is valid for n &1; of course the hypothesis is vacuous for n=&1.
Lemma 2.4. Assume that [Hj , H$j]nj=0 is a biorthogonal system of order
n adapted to M. Then there exist subspaces Hn+1 # Lat(T ), H$n+1 #
Lat(T*) such that [Hj , H$j]n+1j=0 is a biorthogonal system of order n+1
adapted to M. Moreover, the subspaces Hn+1 , H$n+1 can be chosen to
satisfy the following conditions.
(1) If n is odd, =>0, x is a given vector in Kn , y is a given vector in
(H0 6 } } } 6Hn)=, then dist(x, Mn+1)<= and dist( y, H$n+1)<=.
(2) If n is even, =>0, x$ is a given vector in K$n , y$ is a given vector
in (H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n)=, then dist(x$, M$n+1)<= and dist( y$, Hn+1)<=.
Proof. Due to the symmetry in the definition of biorthogonal system
and in the conclusion of the lemma, it will suffice to consider the case when
n is odd.
By Theorem 1.7, we can choose v # Kn so that v is maximal for T | Kn
and &x&v&<=. Let Hv=k=0 T
kv. Now (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn) & Hv=[0] so
L=(H0 6 } } } 6 Hn) 6 Hv is an invariant subspace of T such that
+T | L n+2. By Lemma 1.14 there exists a subspace W # Lat(T) such that
H0 6 } } } 6Hn 6Hv /W and T | WtS(%)(n+2). Now X=PH$0 6 } } } 6H$n |
W intertwines T | W and TH$0 6 } } } 6 H$n , i.e. TH$0 6 } } } 6 H$n X=XT | W.
Define Hn+1=ker X and note that Hv /Hn+1. It follows from Proposi-
tion 1.13 that the set 1=[x # W : PH$0 6 } } } 6 H$n x=PH$0 6 } } } 6 H$n h for some
h # H0 6 } } } 6 Hn] is dense in W. Hence if x # 1 then x=h+k for some
k = H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n which implies that k # Hn+1. Thus W=H0 6 } } } 6
Hn 6 Hn+1 and hence T | Hn+1 tS(%).
Next we define H$n+1. Let A=[z # (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn)= : z is maximal for
T* | (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn)=] and B=[z # (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn)= : PHn+1 z is maxi-
mal for (T | Hn+1)*]. Then A is a dense G$ in (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn)= by
Theorem 1.7. Also, since Q=PHn+1 | (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn)
= has dense range
and (T | Hn+1)* Q=QT* | (H0 6 } } } 6Hn)=, it follows from Theorem 1.8
that B is a dense G$ in (H0 6 } } } 6 Hn)=. Since the intersection of two
dense G$ sets is a dense G$ , we can find a vector z # A & B such that
&z&y&<=. We define H$n+1=k=0 T*kz.
We must now verify that [Hj , H$j]n+1j=0 is a biorthogonal system of order
n+1 adapted to M. Clearly (1) and (2) hold. Since XHn+1=[0] and
z=H0 6 } } } 6 Hn , we have that Hn+1 = H$j and H$n+1 = Hj for 0 jn,
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so (3) holds as well. Denote Y=PH$n+1 | Hn+1 , and observe that YT |
Hn+1=TH $n+1 Y and also mT | Hn+1 #mTH$n+1 #%. Since PHn+1 z is maximal
for (T | Hn+1)*,
(ranY*)&= 

n=0
Y*(T* | H$n+1)n z
= 

n=0
(T | Hn+1)*n Y*z
= 

n=0
(T | Hn+1)*n PHn+1 z
=Hn+1 ,
and we conclude that Y is one-to-one. It follows from Corollary 1.12 that
Y is a quasiaffinity and hence (4) holds.
We proceed now to the proof of (5) which is somewhat tedious. Observe
that (d) and (h) are satisfied by the hypothesis since n+1 is even. Next
note that T | Hn+1 & M has multiplicity one and that Hn+1 & M/Kn .
Since Hn+1 & M#Hv and v is maximal for T | Kn we must have Hn+1 &
M=Hv . Thus T | Mn+1 tS(,(n+1)2) and (c) holds for j=n+1.
The inclusion Kn+1 /Kn is obvious from the definition of Kn+1. Con-
sider a vector w # Mn+1 & Kn+1. Then w # H$=n+1 or, equivalently, PH $n+1 w=
0. Now, PH$n+1 | Hn+1 is one-two-one and therefore w=0. Thus (b) is
verified for j=n+1.
Consider PH$n+1 Kn and PH$n+1 Mn+1 . Since PH$n+1 | Hn+1 is a quasi-
affinity, it follows from Proposition 1.10 and Corollary 1.12 that
(PH$n+1 Mn+1)
& is the invariant subspace of TH$n+1 with minimal function
,(n+1)2 . Let R=PH $n+1 | Kn and observe that RT | Kn=TH $n+1 R. Since
Mn+1 /Kn and mT | Kn #, (n+1)2 , it follows from Proposition 1.10 that
(PH$n+1 Kn)
& is also the invariant subspace of TH$n+1 with minimal function
,(n+1)2 . We see from Proposition 1.13 that the set 0=[k # Kn : PH $n+1k=
PH$n+1m for some m # Mn+1] is dense in Kn . If k # 0 is given then
PH$n+1k=PH$n+1 m for some m # Mn+1. Hence k=m+l where l = H$n+1
which implies that l # Kn+1. We conclude that Kn=Mn+1 6Kn+1 and
hence (a) holds for j=n+1.
We saw above that (PH$n+1 Mn+1)
&=(PH$n+1Kn)
&; set A=(PH$n+1Mn+1)
&.
Since PH$n+1(M0 6 } } } 6Mn)=[0] we also have A=(PH$n+1 M)
&. Conse-
quently H$n+1  A=H$n+1 & M==M$n+1 , and therefore TM$n+1 t
S(%,(n+1)2). Thus (g) holds for j=n+1.
The inclusion K$n+1 /K$n is obvious from the definition of K$n+1.
Consider a vector w # M$n+1 & K$n+1. Then w # H=n+1 or, equivalently,
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PHn+1w=0. Now, PHn+1 | H$n+1 is one-to-one and therefore w=0. Thus
M$n+1 & K$n+1=[0] and (f) is verified for j=n+1.
To conclude the proof we finally verify that (e) holds for j=n+1. Con-
sider PHn+1 K$n and PHn+1 M$n+1. Since PHn+1 | H$n+1 is a quasiaffinity, it
follows from Proposition 1.10 and Corollary 1.12 that (PHn+1M$n+1)
& is
the invariant subspace of T | Hn+1 with minimal function %,(n+1)2 . Let
V=PHn+1 | H$n+1 and observe that T | Hn+1V=VTH$n+1 . Now PHn+1K$n =
Mn+1 and PHn+1 M$n+1 = Mn+1 since (PHn+1 k, s) =(k, s)=0 for k # M
=
and s # Mn+1. Since M$n+1 /K$n and PHn+1 K$n = Mn+1 , it follows from
Proposition 1.10 that (PHn+1 K$n)
& is also the invariant subspace of
T | Hn+1 with minimal function %,(n+1)2 . We see from Proposition 1.13
that the set 0$=[k # K$n : PHn+1 k=PHn+1 m for some m # M$n+1] is dense
in Kn . If k # 0$ is given then PHn+1 k=PHn+1 m for some m # M$n+1 . Hence
k=m+l where l = Hn+1 which implies that l # K$n+1. Thus K$n=
M$n+1 6 K$n+1 and (e) holds for j=n+1. K
Theorem 2.5. Let M be an invariant subspace for T, and let
j=0 S(,j) and 

j=0 S(i) be the Jordan models of T | M and TM=
respectively. Define N by
N=

j=0
(#j H2  %H2)
where #j=%,j2 if j is even, #j=( j&1)2 if j is odd. Then M and N belong
to the same quasisimilarity orbit.
Proof. We must construct quasiiaffinities X, Y # [T]$ such that (XM)&=
N and (YN)&=M. Let [xj]j=0 be a dense sequence in M and [ yj]

j=0
a dense sequence in M=. We will assume that each vector in these sequen-
ces recurs infinitely often. We will construct by induction spaces H0 , H1 , ...
in Lat(T ) and H$0 , H$1 , ... in Lat(T*) with the following; properties:
(1) For each n0, [Hi , H$i]ni=0 is a biorthogonal system of order n
adapted to M;
(2) dist(x(n+1)2 , Mn+1)2&(n+1) and dist( y (n+1)2 , H0 6 } } } 6
Hn+1)2
&n if n is odd; and
(3) dist( yn2 , M$n+1)2&(n+1) and dist(xn2 , H$0 6 } } } 6H$n+1)
2&n if n is even.
The existence of H0 and H$0 follows by an application of Lemma 2.4 for
n=&1. Assume that [Hi , H$i]ni=0 have already been constructed. Assume
first that n is odd. We can choose un+1 # H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n and vn+1 #
(H0 6 } } } 6Hn)= such that &y(n+1)2&un+1&vn+1 &<2&(n+1). By Lemma
2.4, we can find subspaces Hn+1 and H$n+1 such that [Hi , H$i]n+1i=0 is a
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biorthogonal system of order n+1, dist(x(n+1)2 , Mn+1)<2&(n+1), and
dist(vn+1 , H$n+1) < 2&(n+1). Choose fn+1 # Hn+1 such that & fn+1&
vn+1&<2&(n+1). Now
dist( y(n+1)2 , H0 6 } } } 6 Hn+1)
&y(n+1)2&un+1& fn+1&
&y(n+1)2&un+1&vn+1&+&vn+1& fn+1&
2&(n+1)+2&(n+1)
=2&n,
and hence (2) holds. Analogously if n is even, we can choose un+1 #
H0 6 } } } 6 Hn and vn+1 # (H$0 6 } } } 6H$n)= such that &xn2&un+1&
vn+1&<2&(n+1). By Lemma 2.4, we can find subspaces Hn+1 and H$n+1
such that [Hi , H$i]n+1i=0 is a biorthogonal system of order n+1,
dist(vn+1 , Hn+1)<2&(n+1), and dist( yn2 , M$n+1)<2&(n+1). Choose
gn+1 # H$n+1 such that &gn+1&vn+1&<2&(n+1). Now
dist(xn2 , H$0 6 } } } 6 H$n+1)
&xn2&un+1&gn+1&
&xn2&un+1&vn+1&+&vn+1&gn+1&
2&(n+1)+2&(n+1)
=2&n,
and hence (3) holds. This completes the inductive construction of Hi and
H$i . Since the xj and the yj recur infinitely often, we have that xj and
yj # i=0 Hi . It follows that M, M
=/i=0 Hi and hence H=

i=0 Hi .
The equality H=i=0 H$i follows by a similar argument.
Let Yj : H(%)  Hj be a quasiaffinity such that (T | Hj) Yj=YjS(%). We
may assume that &Yj &2&j. Define Y # [T]$ by Y(i=0 hi)=

i=0Yihi
where h=i=0 hi # H. Note that (YH)
& contains each Hi because Yi is
a quasiaffinity and hence Y has dense range. We also have that PH$n
Y(i=0 hi)=PH$n Ynhn so that Y(

i=0 hi)=[0] implies that PH$n Ynhn=
[0], and hence hn=[0] for each n because PH$n Yn=(PH$n | Hn) Yn is a
quasiaffinity. Thus Y is a quasiaffinity. Let
Ni=%,i2 H2  %H2 i odd
=(i&1)2 H2  %H2 i even.
We have that (Yi Ni)&=Mi by Proposition 1.10, and hence (YN)&=M.
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Finally, we construct the quasiaffinity X such that (XM)&=N. Fix
quasiaffinities Xi : H$n  H(%) such that Xi (T | H$i)=S(%) Xi and
&Xi &2&i. Define X # [T]$ by Xh=i=0 XiPH$i h. Since
ker X=, [ker(Xn PH$n) : n0]
=, [ker PH$n : n0]
=, [H  H$n : n0]
=H  _ [H$n : n0]&
=[0],
it follows that X is one-to-one. Moreover, if h # Hn then Xh=i=0 ki
where ki=0 if i{n and kn=XnPH$n h. Since XnPH $n | Hn is a quasiaffinity,
we deduce that X has dense range, hence X is a quasiaffinity. By Proposi-
tion 1.10 it follows that
(XM)&= 

i=0
XMi=

i=0
(Xi PH$i Mi)
&=

i=0
Ni=N. K
The main result of the paper is now easy to prove from Theorem 2.5.
Theorem 2.6. If M1 and M2 are invariant subspaces for T, then M1 and
M2 lie in the same quasisimilarity orbit if and only if T | M1 tT | M2 and
TM1=tTM2= .
Proof. Assume there exists quasiaffinities X, Y # [T]$ such that (XM1)&=
M2 and (YM2)&=M1 . Clearly T | M1 tT | M2 . Define X$ : M=1  M=2 by
X$=PM2= X and Y$ : M
=
2  M
=
1 by Y$=PM1= Y. It follows that X$TM1==
TM2= X$ and X$ has dense range. Similarly Y$TM$2=TM$1 Y$ and Y$ has dense
range. Thus T* | M=1 O
i T* | M=2 and T* | M
=
2 O
i T* | M=1 and therefore
T* | M=1 tT* | M=2 by Proposition 1.6. It now easily follows that
TM1=tTM2= . Sufficiency follows easily from Theorem 2.5. K
One might observe that the proof of the main result in this paper is
simpler than the proof provided by [2]. What makes the proof of [2]
harder is the use of the space N$=j=0 H(,j) in place of N. Of course,
N and N$ belong to the same quasisimilarity class if T | M has property
(P), but [2] contains a direct proof of this fact.
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